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     All these forms are appearances emptiness, like a rainbow with it’s shining glow… 
KHEMPO TSULTRIM GYAMTSO RIMPOCHE 

A STUPA    

at the HERMITAGE 

       
It is under a double rainbow that was launched the 4Th 
WANDERING YOGIC WISDOM ART FESTIVAL in Ste-
Sophie-de-Lévrard. In particular this year, we attended to 
the consecration of a stupa in the heart of the hermitage.  
Relics were put inside the stupa and many offerings were 
made.  Sharing teachings, meditations, songs,  dances,  
contemplative art workshops, kyudo and even movies 
was inspiring for many of us. 
 
      It is our most sincere wish that this land be a place for 
the development of wisdom and compassion in every 
possible way. 
 

Editor’s note :  
Sincere thanks to all those who volunteered, they 
made all the difference in making this year a real 
success.  
 
At this stage where the sangha is maturing and 
developing,  our continuous individual efforts are 
more useful than ever. 

Summary: 

 Beneficiaries :   
Sponsoring tibetan, 
nepalese, bhutanese nuns 
residing in Tek Chok 
Ling and Karma 
Drubdey nunneries; 
supporting women’s  
higher buddhist studies 
(Shedra);  and sponsoring 
university studies for 
young nepalese women. 

  
 Collaboration with the Women’s 

Foundation of Nepal 

Glimpse                - Hermitage of Sahleo 
of the activities     - Contemplative arts 
in Quebec             - Teachings 
 
 

 SAHLE O  PROJECT 
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Khempo Rimpoche has often been called the ‘lama of the nuns’, 
because of his concern for women’s education. He founded two 
nunneries: Tek Chok Ling in Nepal and Karma Drubdey in 
Bhutan which are actually hosting 220 nuns and are giving them 
access to higher buddhist studies (shedra).  Nowadays, his support 
to practitioners is a model for all bouddhist traditions. 
Thanks to those of you who are sponsoring our friends 

Karma Choney Zangmo 
Karma Pema Dechen 

Karma Chodon 
Karma Palmo 

Karma Yeshe Drolma  
Tashi Sangmo 
Ugyen Palmo  

Yangchen Lhamo 

. 
 

To	participate	in	sponsoring	nuns	:	www.ktgrinpoche.org/nunneries/nun-	sponsorship-program/sponsor-a-nun	 

 

 
KARMA DRUBDEY 

 

Retreat and center for  

higher tibetan studies in Bhutan 

Class at Tek Chok Ling 

TEK CHOK LING 
A place to study and practice at the foot of 
the stupa of Boddhanath (Nepal) 
 
It is also a guesthouse open to pilgrims. 

 

  Ani  Sangmo and Ani Samkye are in 
good health. 
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       Like every year, we make sure that donations are 
delivered hand to hand…Thank you to Joanne Burgess who 
made the connection this year. We can see her dressed in 
purple on the picture beside with Renu Sharma, a social 
workers and president of Women’s Foundation of Nepal to 
whom we have renew our support because of their 
exceptional work. Below, Joanne is with our Lobsang 
Cheukie who keeps in close contact with Leshing Gompa in 
Tibet.  

     In Nepal, a country that barely recovered from a 
destructive earthquake in 2015, the recent floods 
destroyed 90 000 houses to the south. The UN urge 
us for help in the face of what may be the worst flood 
in 150 years in that region of the world.    
 

    SANDHYA  
    Candidate to nursing care studies 

After Saraswati (master degree in teaching),  Bagati  
(bachelor in nursing care) and Sanjita (college degree 
in nursing care),  it is the turn of Sandhya,  fourth of 
a family of six sisters, to 
receive a boost for 
professional training.  She 
had successfully passed her 
exams in which only 20 
students on 500 were 
preselected. 
 
     The cost of her studies is 
3800$ per year (room and 

board and school fees). To 
support her in her project,  we would be happy to 
welcome you as sponsors whatever your promise 
of yearly donations. 
 

Saraswati, Sanjita and Bagawati 
Sandhya 

Bagawati and her 
team in the health 
dispensary where 
she works in the 
mountains. 

Look their site : womenepal.org 
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At Sahle O’s hermitage 

Our committment is to the 
development of wisdom and 
compassion.  The festival is 
organised in that spirit. This 
year, many people pitched 
in and we worked hard to 
make the place enjoyable. 
Wether it be through the 
building of a walkway or a 
staircases leading to the 
river, we imagined a land of 
awakening where everyone 
finds their own place 
enriched by the differences! 
 

To deepened 
our understanding of 
dharma,  we look into artistic 
expression anchored in this 
philosophy such as ikebana 
(flower arrangement), clay  
sculpture,  choir singing,  
contemplative photo and 
even moviemaking. 
 

During his two last visits in Montreal, we had the great opportunity to talk 
about the Sahleo’s hermitage with Pönlop Rimpoche, one of the spiritual 
son of Khempo Rimpoche,  To our greatest joy, he strongly encouraged us 
to continue the development of this retreat place. 
 

Through different formulas 
such as weekend retreats, 
conferences,  short term 
program study,  Diane 
continue to teach in Val-
David,  Mcmasterville,  
Quebec city,  Rivière-du-loup,  
Montreal,  Trois-Rivières,  
Ste-Sophie-de-Lévrard,  
Victoriaville and St-Damien-
de-Buckland where residential 
retreats are carried in spring 
and fall. 
 

His instructions are of three words: 
 

Make it beautiful, simple 

and efficient ! 
 

PROJET SAHLÉ O, 890 rang St-Jacques, Ste-Sophie-de-Lévrard, QC. Canada G0X 3C0 
sahleo@yahoo.ca          Qué-Can : BN #89031 7589 R0001     

 

This project is inspired by the vision and teaching of one of the great yogi of our time.  
Your donation are greatly appreciated! Merci ! 

 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Name  _______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address _______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
City __________________________  Postal Code _______________________  My donation $ ________________ 
 
Email ____________________________________________   Please send me a receipt for income tax purposes "   


